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Moments of change

C

hanges in society, technology and the economy which
have been intensiﬁed by the coronavirus and beforehand will also be of great importance for companies
in the promotional product industry. Those who keep
an eye on these changes and capitalise on the standstill caused by the crisis to adjust their company and products will
continue to stay ahead in the future: Let us adopt the changes into a
we-culture as part of our lifestyles. The fact that problems can be
solved better together with the “we” becomes clearer than ever in the
corona crisis. Diverse collaborations and intelligent partnerships are gaining in
importance. Increased cooperation is guaranteed to be a driver of change in
the coming years. If only because it is easier to afford many things together.
On the customer side, target groups have long since ceased to be based on
age. The new age groups are the communities of shared values. They no longer
depend on age, but on lifestyle. Neo-ecology, Silver Society and New Work are
new target groups for promotional products that need to be addressed.
After all, new communities of shared values need new products or repositioned products. It is clear that ecological awareness is growing in society. Sustainable promotional products (1) will play an ever greater role. The prosperity of the Silver Society is causing sectors such as health, care, nature and leisure (2) to grow. There are great opportunities in this broad spectrum for promotional products. New Work will enable products from the software, electrical and CE (3) sectors to grow. Daily electronic commerce, reinforced by home
offices, is giving new impetus to countless small and tiny electrical and electronic devices. But also classic products such as writing instruments can be customised in their design and communication to appeal to new communities of
shared values (4). Some manufacturers are already doing this in an exemplary
manner, whilst distributors and consultants have to communicate this – with
whatever measures and media they use.
And those who do not invest time and money now to drive digitalisation in
their company (5) will soon be left behind when it comes to the presentation of
products and services as well as the efficiency of processes. This is perhaps the
last chance to make the digital transformation happen. Last but not least, digital challenges also require appropriate personnel (6) in companies.
I am more than conﬁdent that the promotional product industry will master
this challenge, as many have done over the past 60 years.
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Your beneﬁts
Any design, motif and logo can be realized in full print,
including neon colors.
For all areas: e.g. sports, events, for commercial purposes, etc.
We realize almost all wishes and designs
You have direct contact with the manufacturer
You always have permanent contact persons
Re-orders are possible at any time
We are happy to pack your goods and offer a packaging service
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Our Fritz is the perfect companion on the
road! Fritz is a reusable shopping bag with
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cotton. The 70 cm long handles make it especially
comfortable to carry. Due to its excellent size
of 20 x 29 x 15 cm and a tare weight of 50 g, it is
absolutely versatile. Practical and always quickly
ready, our Fritz can be hung around the shoulder
and is therefore a good alternative to the convertible shopping bags.
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The fashion industry is very trend-intensive. It is inspired by non-textile
themes and also becomes a source of ideas itself. The latest example is paper bag pants, pants with a high waistband that are tied and
gathered at the waist with a belt. This makes the trousers look like
a “crumpled up” paper bag at the waist. Many “paper acts” that the
promotional product industry has to offer are also very trendy. And the
sustainable eye catchers offer more than just a paper bag look.

Served sustainably
Napkin paper sleeve
Werbegrün – Verpackungen
www.werbegruen.de
PSI 45150

Pointful
Waste paper pencil
e!xact Internationale Werbemittel GmbH
www.e-xact.de
PSI 44457
Amazing grass ideas
College folders line “Natural pure” grass paper
SPINDLER GmbH
www.werbemappen4u.de
PSI 49668

Being your own
trendsetter
Every Jack has his Jill, at least one saying claims. It
remains to be seen whether everyone or everything will
find the right counterpart. But it does not have to be
limited to Jack and Jill. In the representational world, the
magic word is “mix’n’match”: select elements, find the
appropriate matching pieces and put them together to
form a complete product. The promotional product
industryy shows how it can work. And (not only) our
examples prove it: Obviously, every Jack does have
his Jill.

The individual cup
Made entirely of polypropylene
koziol »ideas for friends GmbH
www.koziol-incentives.de
PSI 47406
Mix’n’match 2go
Drinkware made of biobased plastic
Adoma GmbH
www.adoma.de
PSI 43999
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Reading coffee grounds
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with a WoW effect
Reading coffee grounds is an old tradition used to predict the
future. So far so good. But storytelling with coffee grounds? It
works – and it is tasteful in every respect. Especially when coff
grounds form the basis of an entire product line. And no less
than 50 billion kilogrammes of it are produced every year. Ev
in this way, stories can be told and history can be written sust
ably and guaranteed with a future.

W Sustainable Co
all Group B. V.
.interallgroup.c
1727

Inspired by nature
Creating lasting values and environmentally friendly
products that tell a story and leave a deep impression. Nature itself tells the most impressive stories
– and is therefore a source of inspiration, also for the
responsible use of its resources. Being inspired by
nature for the benefit of nature, that is storytelling
from its sustainable side.

Thematic tableware
Geda Labels GmbH
www.gedalabels.de
PSI 49535

Storytelling Print Works
BATO & DIVAJN
www.divajn.com
PSI 49860

Spatzl meets Lausbub
The Munich Oktoberfest is the largest public festival in the
world. But during the corona pandemic, the “Wiesn” also
reached its limits and had to be cancelled this year (for
the 25th time since its premiere in 1811). So how should
the story be continued? By setting no limits to one’s
imagination – haptically and emotionally. A theme that
probably many people would like to be involved in (on
average six million visitors visit the festival every year).
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Mehr in unserem
Online-Blätterkatalog!

RETUMBLER® steht als Marke für qualitativ hochwertige und attraktive Trinkgefäße. Für interessierte Kunden, die sich für noch individuellere Produkte interessieren,
bieten wir ab sofort mit myRETUMBLER eine neue Serviceinitiative, die hoch individualisierte Trinkgefäße in den Mittelpunkt rückt. Ob der eigenständig konfigurierte
myBayamo mit hochwertiger Veredelung, die mit einzigartigen Bändern ausgestattete myCasan, myPetrolina oder myGibraltar mit individuell farbigem Deckel, für
jeden Individualisierungswunsch dürfte etwas dabei sein! Übrigens: Ein Großteil der Individualisierungen wird aus Flexibilitätsgründen an unserem Standort in Köln
durchgeführt! Viel Spaß beim Individualisieren!
www.reflec ts.com
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percent or only 3.2 percent?
More like 5.4
percent or 4.5
percent? What
is the correct
forecast for the development of the German
gross domestic product in 2021? In some
cases, the predictions of governments,
international organisations and economic
researchers vary greatly. tagesschau.de
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38%

of respondents to a study by the British Promotional
Merchandise Association (BPMA) stated that they had
received a promotional product during the COVID-19
pandemic. Unsurprisingly, this was mainly hygiene and
protection products. pubs.ppai.org.

One fifth 59 billion
of the media budget that advertisers invest in campaigns is ineffective, says media expert Thomas Koch.
However, media decision-makers could find out which part
of their spending is being wasted or where they could
save without reducing the advertising impact. horizont.net

US dollars will be spent on e-commerce
platforms worldwide at the end of the year
according to the World Advertising
Research Center (WARC). That would be a
growth rate of 18.3 percent. Amazon alone
generates USD 517 in advertising revenues
– every second. horizont.net.

552 billion

euros turnover in the retail trade is expected by the German Retail Association (HDE) for the current year despite
the coronavirus. This would correspond to an increase of 1.5 percent over the previous year. absatzwirtschaft.de

Twelve
promotional products are owned by
French people on average. 66 percent of
them use these articles at least once a
week. Prerequisite: they find them useful.
2fpco.com/L’objet Media
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Five
factors are important for the success of a brand according
to rheingold institut: Strategic relevance, a brand-specific
formula for success, coherence, positioning, career.
rheingold-marktforschung.de

